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New version of RS-BA1 version 2 IP remote control software for dual mode compatible amateur radio equipment. CANOPAC-
V is a new car security complex with autonomous control of Pandora and StarLine systems Various security systems for cars
with two or one entry key. Automatic start of the engine from the key or input, from the built-in shock sensor, movement, tilt
and temperature. In this section, you can get acquainted with the latest StarLINE equipment and place an order for its supply.
The security and telematics complex is designed to protect cars from theft and seizure. Searches for a car by the coordinates of
its owner in a hundred cities in Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan and Belarus. The system is designed to protect against the loss or
theft of a car by installing it on a guarded car. Protected areas - the entire car as a whole. Emergency Manager DLX-725 â€”
New for 2013! This mini-system meets all the requirements of the modern market of security and search systems. It combines
modern design, ease of use, and extensive programming capabilities. Hand block StarLink RC-801. Security system with
dialogue coding. Designed for installation in regular places in cars equipped with new VIN-codes. Can be connected to standard
GSM-module Lada Kalina/Galina or to StarLine security channel Relay protective block Starline M-A2. OFFICE
EQUIPMENT for indoor and outdoor installations. Designed to protect the office from penetration through windows, doors
equipped with window and door bars. StarLiner RSA-2010 is an intelligent assistant with a built-in server. The functionality of
the system allows for remote engine start, remote monitoring of system performance, etc. Remote control unit Starline S-
Security 90200 with GSM/GPRS modification.Provides the ability to remotely control the built-in timers. - security system for
medium and heavily armed vehicles. Supports the function of automatic switching of operating modes depending on the vehicle
speed. Timer programmable using remote controls, which includes this mode of operation of the system in case of opening the
door
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